Practical Application Guide Sheet

Brush Truck – Pump and Roll using ground sweep nozzles

**Driver Performance Competency**: The driver candidate shall place in service ground sweep nozzles with adequate flow from the tank and use pump and roll tactics on a simulated brush fire.

1. Stop brush truck and apply proper braking system. 
   __________________________

2. Check ground sweep nozzles for proper attachment. 
   __________________________

3. Start pump. 
   __________________________

4. Operate primer valve and ensure that tank to pump valve is open. 
   __________________________

5. Calculate and throttle up to proper pressure. 
   __________________________

6. Return to cab and activate ground sweep toggle switch. 
   __________________________

7. Check ground sweep nozzles for proper flow. 
   __________________________

8. Proceed in a forward direction along the simulated fireline. 
   __________________________

9. Stop brush truck, apply proper braking system, turn off ground sweep toggle switch, and throttle down pump pressure. 
   __________________________

10. Recognize need to refill water tank prior to returning to service. 
    __________________________